2006 Jan 31  Mo Sqq Ve/Pl  Enormous feeling of emotions from the depths of being.
2006 Feb 12  Ju Sqq Mo/Ur  Large plans to put the self forward; sudden success.
2006 Feb 16  Mo Sqr Ur/No  Excitability; a team taking a stand.
2006 Apr 04  No Ssq Su/Me  New social contacts; sales presentations; meetings.
2006 May 08  Ve Sqq Ne/As  Sensual image; longing to understand love and share it.
2006 May 20  Me Ssq Su/As  Thinking about who one really is in relation to others; existential awareness and sensitivity.
2006 May 25  No Ssq Ur/Ne  Meeting with people who care about one's future.
2006 May 25  Ur Sqr Su  Intensified feeling of ego-aggrandizement; excited state in relationship; possible break up.
2006 Jun 11  Su Ssq Me/Mc  Feeling confident about one's life philosophy; further change.
2006 Jun 11  Mc Sqr Sa/As  Feeling like the victim; trying to justify one's position.
2006 Jul 07  Sa Opp Su/Ma  Difficulties in energy application; obstacles against work advancement; inhibitions; worries and indecision.
2006 Jul 07  As Sqr Ur/Pl  Force active in one's environment.
2006 Jul 18  As Opp Ne/Mc  The tendency to live in one's own foggy realm; defenses against insecurity.
2006 Aug 02  Pl Sqr Me  The ability to persuade; demanding new perspectives.
2006 Sep 05  Me Sqr Ne  Thinking about what to feel; alert imagination; special awarenesses.
2006 Oct 01  As Sqq No  Personal relationships.
2006 Oct 21  Ne Cnj Ju/Ur  Inspiration; gain from the unexpected; strange conditions seem to heighten individual awareness; a silver lining.
2006 Nov 11  As Sqr Mo/Ma  Personal enterprise; leadership.
2006 Nov 17  Me Cnj Ju/Mc  Publishing; lots of ideas; voluble communication; plans that prove successful.
2006 Nov 18  Sa Cnj Pl/As  High potential for great difficulty and loss; oppressive dealings with others.
2006 Nov 26  Mo Opp Me/Mc  Feelings get expressed through a sense of rightness and usually are effective.

2006 Dec 08  Ne Sqq Mo/Pl  The supernatural is added to the emotional life; the feeling of fate; the fear of the unknown; feeling weakened somehow.

2007 Jan 07  Ma Opp Sa/Pl  Fighting battles to keep life going; enormous undercurrent of frustration; a gun with a cork in its barrel.

2007 Feb 20  Ju Cnj Me/Sa  Logic; reasoning; success through concentration and industry.

2007 Mar 01  Sa Sqq Ve  Suppression of love feelings; relationship with someone of conspicuous age difference; learning trust in romance; trying to understand peacefulness and calm.

2007 Mar 22  Mc Sqr Ju/Pl  Hard working attainment of power position.

2007 Apr 01  Pl Opp Mo/Su  Potential new perspective in relationship; critical time of development; separation to start anew.

2007 Apr 08  Ma Opp Ur/As  Making things happen raucously; devil-may-care attitude.

2007 Apr 18  Ju Cnj Su/As  Philanthropic or social welfare outlook; successful relationship.

2007 May 27  Su Ssq Ve/Sa  Possible trouble in relationship; a difference in objectives; lack of satisfaction; conservatism.

2007 Jun 04  Ma Ssq Me/Ne  Putting imagination to work; inspired planning pays off.

2007 Jul 05  Me Opp No/As  Entertainment; gossip; exchanging ideas; getting input from others; news; traveling to meetings.

2007 Jul 10  Ur Ssq Su/No  Attraction to unusual individuals; upsets through intensity; the drive for popularity.

2007 Jul 28  Ur Sqr Me/Ve  Intensification of innovation; the spontaneous idea of feelings becoming dominant; extraordinary communication.

2007 Aug 04  Ju Sqq Ne  Idealism; grand spirit; feeling quietly special; looking ahead to nice times; self-indulgences; rumor and scandal.

2007 Aug 21  Sa Sqq Ma/No  Something or someone always stepping on one's shadow; difficulty making the sale; withdrawing because of poor reception; one's ardor is squashed; looking for more amenable associations.

2007 Oct 17  Sa Ssq Mo/Ne  A sense of suffering under the yoke; hard work to restructure ambition; shaking off indolence.

2007 Oct 26  Su Ssq Mo/Ju  Optimism; a fine relationship.

2007 Nov 07  Ve Sqr Me/Ma  Arguments about love; excited plans about romance; creative inspiration; insight.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007 Nov 12</td>
<td>Mo Sqr Ve/Sa</td>
<td>Emotional hurt, probably from loneliness or feeling unimportant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007 Dec 29</td>
<td>Ne Ssq Mc</td>
<td>Very important time of life: there can be the sense of ego disappearance; the identity somehow gets lost in situations through disregard or through drugs or alcohol in emotional defensiveness; possible success through the arts, imagination, aesthetics; peculiar states in the early home-life; job vagaries for the adult.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>